
Simulations
Many criminals, 

low increase in A
No hotspots

Few criminals, 
large increase in A
Transient hotspots

Many criminals, 
large increase in A

Stationary 
hotspots



Continuum model
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Attractiveness diffuses through environment
decay, replenished by criminal acts

Criminals depleted through reactions with system
spontaneously generated

Diffusion and advective motion up gradients of A



Continuum vs. discrete



Steady state

Same parameters
as discrete (a), (b)

Same parameters
as discrete (c)

Many criminals, 
large increase in A

Stationary hotspots: enhanced risk 
of repeated crime is high enough to diffuse and be 

sustained locally without binding distant crimes



Linear Stability Analysis
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A*= A0 +Γ

ρ*= Γ
Γ+ A0
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Linear Stability Analysis

σ (k)

s - imaginary
s – real

Typical wavenumber k* -- Typical distance l = 2p/k*



Hotspot separation

l = 2p/k* -- fitted vs. simulated data
Larger diffusivity à larger typical hotspot separation 



Extensions
Suppression of 

hotspots

Policing

Spatial 
heterogeneity

Application to 
geographical data

Self exciting point 
processes



2. An informant and a criminal

The 
apathetic

The villain The 
informant

The paladin



To commit a crime or not.
To collaborate or not.

Paladins: will not commit crime and will always report

Villains: will always commit crimes and never report

Apathetics: will not commit crimes but will not report

Informants: will commit crimes and will report

Assume constant population

P + V + A + I = N

strategies may change in time



The crime
Begin round - each player has value 1.

1. Choose a victimizer (V or I)

2. Choose a victim (any player)

3. A “crime” occurs with transfer of “wealth” d<1

Victim                    Victimizer
1-d 1+d

4. Reporting? 
If the victim is a villain or an apathetic no reporting – end

If the victim is a paladin or an informant reporting
beginning of “investigation” - move to investigation



The investigation

Only if victim is paladin or informant.

1. “Witness” pool of mP, mI, mA, mV individuals

2. How many of them will corroborate victim’s story? 

3. Victimizer is convicted with probability w.  The d “loot” is 
returned to the victim. The victimizer is punished by q.

4. Victimizer is free with probability 1-w. The d “loot” is kept by 
the victimizer. The victim gets extra loss e due to retaliation.

€ 

ω =
mP + mI

mP + mI + mA + mV



Find “loser” between victim and victimizer
(player with lower payoff)

Change his/her strategy by comparing 
final payoffs and imitating

Changing strategy

Imitate victimizer - copy total strategy
Loser becomes an informant or a villain

OR

Imitate victim - turn non-criminal; copy only reporting strategy 
Loser becomes a paladin or an apathetic

Bias removed, “empathy”



Agent based vs. continuum equations

At t=0  I0, P0, V0, A0

Study dynamics
Compare agent based and continuum descriptions

Find equilibria- stability?



Dynamics
I0=40, A0=P0=0, V0=960 I0=A0=0, P0=400,V0=600

Agent based

Deterministic

Paladins “win”
UTOPIA

Villains “win”
DYSTOPIA

q = 0.6,
e = 0.2, d = 0.3

N=1000  



Upon closer inspection

Achieving utopia is strongly dependent upon I0.

For P0 < PT2 , adding one informant leads to 5-10%
increases in the probability of reaching utopia

N=100
A0=0, V0 = N - P0 - I0.

PT1 PT2



Linear Stability Analysis

From the deterministic case:

Dystopia is unstable to the 
addition of informants

A saddle point emerges

Utopia stable for P > Pc

Hence, if I0 > 0
We always end up in utopia

according to the deterministic equations



Costs?
To achieve utopia we need informants
Let’s recruit them from the villain pool

This comes at a price.
at t=0 we convert I0 villains

Cost = cost to convert informants + losses to society due to crime

Stochastic vs. deterministic

OPTIMAL CONVERSION
Cost



What do real people do?



Here is what UCI college kids do 

16 experiments, 10 treatments, ~ 400 students

Learning rounds, inertia, ‘parallelized’, paid students




